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#1 ONTOLOGY FOR SPACECRAFT PARTS
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Ontology: Sources
• Data models developed by DLR's in-house MBSE tool
– https://github.com/virtualsatellite
• Existing product description standards
• Actual product data sheets
• Interview with system engineers and manufacturers













However, as time flies
http://spaceflight101.com/meteor-m-2-1
And ontology should evolve
But, how …
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data, power, mm, space, receiver, temperature, mass, 
thruster, radiation, noise, battery, weight, 
magnetic_field, reliability, data_rate, payload, 
telemetry, resolution, thermal, baffle, lifetime, gauss, 











 If ambiguous (multiple entities matched), 
compare to domain knowledge keywords




has an attribute 
“Operating 
Temperature”
Operating Temperature (P5066) 
temperature at which a device operates. 





Information Extractor & DSAT
• Search text based on 
ontology classes
– name, label, superclass, 
same as
• Extract values that 
come after keywords
• Human-in-the-loop: 




 Apply to other domain: patent, medicine
 Ontology editing interface on DSAT
 Knowledge graph from data sheets
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• Ontology for Satellite Design Process
• NLP for Automatic Improvement of Ontology
• Outlook
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Product Ontology: Further Usages
• Conversion to database schema 
https://gitlab.com/dlr-dw/ontocode














Spacecraft Parts Ontology: Base
• Primary classes 
– Part (Product)
– Part’s attribute
– Type of attribute
• Primary properties





20Ontology for Product Data 
Spacecraft Parts Ontology: Core









Spacecraft Parts Ontology: Star Tracker
• Specific attributes to star trackers
– Attitude accuracy
– Field of view
– SNR
– Etc.
• 36 Attributes
Base
Core
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